B’Wise “Cellular Payment Center” is the retailer’s payment processor of choice, providing real-time transaction processing for an ever-expanding variety of service providers, utilities and wireless carriers.

B’Wise has developed a complete automated payment system. From technology integration and implementation, to front-end collection and back-end processing and reporting, the system offered by B’Wise will allow for more reliable, efficient and convenient payment processing options that are faster and cheaper for both the retailer and consumer.
Benefits for being our Retail Partner:

- Cutting edge superior technology available for the retailer that allows every cashier at any POS in the store to make transaction
- Substantial revenue streams via International and domestic payments
- The Company’s technology is designed to eliminate financial and identity fraud while preserving privacy
- NO upfront or monthly fees
- Dedicated customer service and field teams
- A sophisticated reporting engine generating on demand data including transaction reports, comparative data and trends
- It is convenient and easy to use
Products

- Recharge
  Mobile Phones Worldwide

- Pin-Less
  International Calling

- Pay your Phone

- Pay your Bills (Coming soon)
Recharge
Mobile Phones Worldwide

It's the most convenient way to add minutes to prepaid mobile phones all over the world. The recipients may use these minutes to make domestic and international calls. **Recharge** Mobile Phones Worldwide also makes a great gift that can be sent to family and friends

It's easy! Simply enter your loved ones' mobile phone information (carrier & number), and make the desired payment amount
Recharge
Mobile Phones Worldwide

International Carriers

- Claro
- CUBACEL
- Digicel
- IUSACELL
- kölbi
- movistar
- nextel®
- oi
- orange™
- tigo
- telcel
- TIM
- uff MÓVIL™
- vivo
- viva

Estamos de tu lado
Pin-Less
International Calling

Allows users to call worldwide reaching over 240 destinations without dialing any PINs or even phone numbers

1-ClicMAX™ has low rates, No contracts to sign, No expiration dates, No maintenance fees, and No connection fees

Is a prepaid calling service that people are embracing all over the nation!
Pay your Phone

Recharge prepaid plans and pay-as-you-go wireless accounts
We offer a wide variety of National Carriers.